
 

Frequently asked questions about the Leading Women Award 

Are only the member organisations of BCSDH able to apply? 

No, from 2019 we accept the applications not only from our member organisations. Nominations are accepted 

from third parties, organisations and individuals can also nominate themselves. 

Only the managing directors or CEOs can be nominated? 

No, we are looking for top managers who as a corporate director or the director of their own field achieve 

outstanding results and inspire others. Therefore, the nominee can be a managing director, a CEO or any 

member of the top management. 

Can a company send more than one nomination in this category? 

No, one company can only send one nomination in Leading Woman category. 

Can the same leader as last year be nominated? 

Absolutely, if she did not win in the category. In this case we recommend the complement of last year’s 

nomination. 

Can a company apply even more category? 

Yes, a company can make nominations even in three categories (Business solutions, Change Leader, Leading 

Women). 

What is the deadline of the application and where should it be uploaded? 

Nominations can be made online on the https://bcsdh.hu/leading-women-award/ . The filling in of the online 

application forms can be interrupted and saved and can even be resumed from another computer. 

Deadline of application/nomination: 31 July 2022 23:59 

What is the evaluation procedure? 

The jury members will individually and independently evaluate tenders. According to the individual evaluation 

sheets, BCSDH will calculate the points awarded to each nominee, and return the score to the jury. The jury 

shall then draw up a list of the finalists, from which, after consultation, a prize-winner will be chosen. 

Is it important to attach recommendation an CV to the application? 

A pályázatok értékelésekor kiemelt jelentősége van a rendelkezésre bocsátott információk minőségének, 

megbízhatóságának, ezért érdemes törekedni arra, hogy a jelöléshez kapcsolódó legfontosabb tények, állítások 

minél jobban bemutatásra kerüljenek. 

It is not criteria of the evaluation, but it helps the jury. Maximum 3 recommendation can be attached to an 

application (involving external recommendation, if it is possible). The quality and reliability of information will 

be emphasized in the evaluation process. Please strive to include the most relevant facts.  

Do the nominator and the nominee get notifications about the incoming nomination? 

The nominators are going to get a confirmation about a successful nomination. The nominees won’t be 

informed. 
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